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Dear Mr. Siemaszko, 

First of all I would like to thank you for your interest in our services. If you have already
some medical documentation or results it will be very helpful.

The package I offered you is urology/oncology, as some symptomps can be very similar
and requires specific examinations to find out the right diagnose. The respective doctor in
charge will be able adapt the test once the origin of the problems is confirmed.

At the same time I have found another Clinic in the center of Prague which can provide the
same urogenital diagnostics as below but with extra MRI and more comprehensive sperm
cultivation test incl. spermiogram. All the examination will be done in 48 hours and the
Clinic is, based on the results, prepared to offer the following treatment. The price of this
package is €1250.

Please let me know if I can be of any help, 

Yours faithfully, 

Jakub Geier

_________________
Mgr. Jakub Geier
www.eupatient.com

On 2015-11-08 02:21, Michal Siemaszko wrote:

Dear Mr. Geier,

Thank you very much for this detailed response. I expected putting this offer together
would take up to two weeks, as I was informed when speaking with your clinic on the
29th of October.

I will follow up with translations of medical documents that I have, which should be ready
in second half of coming week - these might help in determining / verifying which tests
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are needed in order to properly diagnose this.

Regarding your mention of oncology department - I did not suffer from nor underwent
any cancer related treatments; I did mention this change (in how urogenital looks &
functions) happened suddenly (over the course of 1-2 days); cancers, as far as I know,
develop over much longer periods of time and various symptoms can be picked up and
acted upon consciously.

I will be in touch this coming week with documents I mentioned earlier.

Kind regards,
--
Michal H. Siemaszko
7th Ray Labs LTD
Company no.: 9174013
Mobile: +48 723 039 978,
+44 755 275 0971
Email: mhsiemaszko@fastmail.net,
mhsiemaszko@unseen.is
Skype: mhs7thraylabs
LinkedIn: http://uk.linkedin.com/in/mhsiemaszko

On Thu, Nov 5, 2015, at 12:03 PM, jakub@eupatient.com wrote:

Dear Mr. Siemaszko,

First of all I need to apologize for the delay. We were addressing more clinics in order to
find the care you are looking for. We had a success and I can now confirm we can
arrange a package of the examinations for you. It consists of the following
examinations and procedures:

Physical examination of abdomen, lower-abdomen, genital
Digital examination of rectum
Palpation examination of prostate
Ultrasound examination of prostate, kidneys, urinary bladder and genitals
Doppler examination of the blood-flow in genitals
Uroflowmetry
Complex laboratory tests (blood, biochemicals, hormones, serology, STD,
kidneys)
Sperm and urine cultivation

The Clinic we found for you in Prague is specialized in the oncology-urology. It offers a
comprehensive diagnostics by the leading doctors in the field of urology. All doctors
speaks fluent English and posses the highest qualification earned in the Czech Republic
and supported by many internships abroad.

The doctor will give you the results and recommend following steps in order to help you
with the problems in a gentle and fast way.

The package costs € 650. Please find attached the Call for the payment
and the price-list of our facultative services.
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I am happy to reserve you the date for the examination. Do you already have some
dates you will be coming to the Czech Republic? 

I can also assist you with booking of the flight tickets, find the accommodation
according to you preference and arrange the transport from/to the airport if you need.
Our trained staff is also able to provide you with a number of accompanying services as
well as support services guaranteeing comfort and convenience of your stay in the
Czech Republic.

Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours faithfully, 

Jakub Geier 

_________________
Mgr. Jakub Geier
www.eupatient.com

Email had 3 attachments:
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CallForThePayment.pdf
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  401k (application/pdf)
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